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Jobs for the Term Key Dates/Events Further Enrichment 

● Revisit trusted adult list  
● Behaviour and Attitude 
● Curriculum booklet for parents 
● Parents Meetings 
● Performance Management Review 
● Pupil Progress Meetings 
● Spring 1 and 2 OTrack assessment 
● Spring 1 and 2 classtrack assessment 

● World Religion Day 
● Safer Internet Day 
● Chinese New Year 
● Fairtrade Fortnight 
● Women’s History Month 
● World Book Day 
● Comic Relief/Sports Relief 
● STEM Week 
● World Poetry Day 
● Easter 
● World Art Day 
● Electricity workshop 

 

● Entry point - Electricity workshop 
● Exit point - Sharing work 
● Class Story - William Shakespeare sonnets and Percy 

Jackson and the Lightning Thief. 
● Homework 
● PE -Golden Mile,  Go Noodle/Yoga, BBC Supermovers 
● Science - Explorify 

English (Reading / Spoken Language) English (Writing) English (Grammar and Phonics) 

Focus: 
The following reading objectives are taken from the 
National Curriculum and will be taught throughout guided 
reading lessons and applied across the curriculum: 
 
TLC: Can I Listen to and discuss a wide range of fiction, 

poetry, plays, non-fiction and reference books or textbooks? 

TLC: Can I read books that are structured in different ways 

and read for a range of purposes? 

TLC: Can I be  familiar with a wide range of books, and know 

the difference between fairy tales, myths and legends 

(retelling some of these orally)? 

TLC: Can I Identify and discuss themes and conventions in a 

wide range of books? 

TLC: Can I recognise different forms of poetry? 

TLC: Can I prepare poems and plays to read aloud and to 

perform? 

Focus: 
 
Handwriting 
TLC: Can I understand which letters, when adjacent to one 
another, are best left unjoined? 
TLC: Can I increase the legibility, consistency and quality of 
my handwriting? 
 
Writing - Spring 1  
Talk4Writing (Instructions) 
● Cold Task – Create a set of instructions 

● Imitate – Set of instructions (How to wire a plug) 

● Innovate –Set of instructions? (time machine) 

● Independent -Set of instructions? (How to make a robot 

- batteries) (Assessed piece in tracking) 

TLC: Can I create a set of instructions? 

TLC: Can I imitate a set of instructions? 

Focus: 
 
Grammar 
TLC: Can I use conjunctions, adverbs and prepositions to 

express time and cause? 

TLC: Can I indicate possession by using the possessive 

apostrophes? 

TLC: Can I extend a range of sentences with more than 1 

clause using a wider range of conjunctions? 

TLC: Can I extend a range of sentences with more than 1 

clause using a wider range of prepositions? 

 

 
Spelling 
List coverage: 
● TLC: Can I spell words with the -ly suffix, by changing 

the ‘y’ to an ‘i’ (List 14)  
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TLC: Can I show understanding through intonation, tone, 

volume and action When reading poems and plays? 

TLC: Can I Discuss and record  words and phrases that 
capture the reader’s interest and imagination? 
TLC: Can I check that the text makes sense by discussing my 
understanding and explaining the meaning of words in 
context? 
TLC: Can I ask questions to improve my understanding? 
TLC: Can I infer characters’ feelings, thoughts and motives 
from their actions? 
TLC: Can I  justify characters’ feelings, thoughts and motives 
with evidence, commenting on what I have read? 
TLC: Can I predict what might happen from the details 
stated and deduced information? 
TLC: Can I Identify main ideas and comment on the theme of 
a text, drawn from more than one paragraph and 
summarise these? 
TLC: Can I Identify how language, organisational features 
and text type features contribute to meaning? 
TLC: Can I retrieve and record information from non-fiction? 
TLC: Can I participate in discussion about books that are 
read to me and those I can read for myself? 
TLC: Can I take turns and listen to what others say by making 
connections between similar texts, using prior knowledge 
and experience? 
 
The following spoken language objectives are taken from 
the National Curriculum and will be taught and embedded 
throughout english lessons and across the curriculum: 
 
TLC: Can I talk and listen confidently in a wide range of 
contexts. 
TLC: Can I ask questions to clarify or develop understanding? 
TLC: Can I give an answer and justify it with evidence? 
TLC: Can I sequence, develop and communicate ideas in an 
organized, logical way in complete sentences? 

TLC: Can I text map a set of instructions? 

TLC: Can I recall a set of instructions? 

TLC: Can I plan, write and edit a ‘set of 

instructions?(Innovate) 

TLC: Can I plan, write and edit a set of instructions? 

(Independent) 

 

Writing - Spring 2 
Talk4Writing (Poetry) 
● Cold Task – Create a Sonnet. 

● Imitate –  Create a Sonnet  (the power of women) 

● Innovate –  Create a Sonnet (Princess Dianna) 

● Independent - Create a Sonnet.(Assessed piece in 

tracking) (Michelle ObamaT) 

TLC: Can I create a sonnet? 

TLC: Can I imitate a sonnet?? 

TLC: Can I text map a sonnet? 

TLC: Can I recall a sonnet?? 

TLC: Can I plan, write and edit a sonnet?(Innovate) 

TLC: Can I plan, write and edit a sonnet?(Independent 

 

 

● TLC: Can I spell words with the -ly suffix, where -le is 
changed to -ly ? (List 15) 

● TLC: Can I spell words with further -ly and -ally suffixes? 
(List 16) 

● TLC: Can I spell words with the -ous suffix? (List 17) 
● TLC: Can I spell words with -sure and -ture endings? (List 

18)  
● TLC: Can I spell words where The ‘k’ sound is spelt ‘ch’? 

(List 19)   
● TLC: Can I spell words where the  ‘s’ sound is spelt ‘c’? 

(List 20) 
● TLC: Can I spell words with -ough endings? (List 21)  
● TLC: Can I spell words with unstressed vowels? (List 22) 
● TLC: Can I spell words with the ‘sh’ sound spelt ‘ch’ (List 

23)  
● TLC: Can I spell words where the /or/ sound is spelled 

with the letters au? (List 24)  
● TLC: Can I spell words with ‘g’ sound spelt -gue? (List 25)  
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TLC: Can I show an understanding of the main points and 
significant details in a discussion? 
TLC: Can I show I have listened carefully through making 
relevant comments? 
TLC: Can I adapt what I say to meet the needs of the 
audience/listener? 
TLC: Can I choose vocabulary dependent on the audience 
and purpose?  
TLC: Can I  vary the amount of detail dependent on the 
purpose and audience? 
TLC: Can I show an understanding of how and why language 
choices vary in different contexts? 
TLC: Can I use some features of Standard English? 
TLC: Can I present writing to an audience, using appropriate 
intonation and controlling the tone and volume so that the 
meaning is clear? 
TLC: Can I perform poems from memory, conveying ideas 
about characters and situations by adapting expression and 
tone? 
TLC: Can I understand when the context requires the use of 
Standard English? 
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Maths 

Focus: 
 
Multiplication and division  
Cold Task - Multiplication and division  
 
TLC: Can I recall my 11 and 12 times tables? 
TLC: Can I multiply three numbers? 
TLC: Can I identify factor pairs?  
TLC: Can I multiply 2 digits by 1 digits? 
TLC: Can I multiply 3 digits by 1 digits? 
TLC: Can I divide two digits by 1 digit?  
TLC: Can I divide three digits by 1 digit? 
TLC: Can I solve correspondence problems?  
 
Hot Task -Multiplication and division  
 
 
 
Area 
Cold Task -Area 
 
TLC: Can I calculate the area of a shape? 
TLC: Can I use my knowledge of area to solve problems? 
 
Hot Task -  Area 
 

Focus: 
 
Fractions 
Cold Task- Fractions 
 
TLC: Can I identify unit and non-unit fractions?  
TLC: Can I identify and use tenths? 
TLC: Can I find equivalent fractions?  
TLC: Can I count in fractions? 
TLC: Can I add fractions with the same denominator?  
TLC: Can I subtract fractions with the same denominator?  
TLC: Can I subtract from whole amounts?  
TLC: Can I calculate fractions of a quantity? 
TLC: Can I problem solve using fractions?  
 
Hot Task- Fractions 
 
 
Decimals 
Cold Task- Decimals 
 
TLC: Can I recognise tenths and hundredths?  
TLC: Can I recognise tenths and hundredths on a place value 
chart (Concrete)? 
TLC: Can I recognise tenths and hundredths as decimals? 
TLC: Can I identify tenths and hundredths on a number line?  
TLC: Can I divide a number by 10 and 100? 
 
Hot Task- Decimals 
 
 
 
 

Focus:  
 
Additional Maths Teaching 
Daily: 

● Counting 

● Learn Its 

● Problem of the Day 

● Arithmetic practise 

Weekly: 
● Times tables carousel lesson 

● Arithmetic test 

● Times Tables grids/written questions test 

● Rapid recall boards/fact family 
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Art Computing Design and Technology, Cooking and Nutrition, Enterprise 
including STEM 

Focus: 
 
Printing 
TLC: Can I evaluate artwork by Georgia O'Keeffe? 
TLC: Can I select and use different pencils to create different 
techniques?  
TLC: Can I accurately draw people and objects using the 
correct proportions?  
TLC: Can I create a drawing influenced by Georgia O'Keeffe? 
 
 
Sculpture 
TLC: Can I appreciate the artwork of Leonardo De-Vinci?  

Focus:  
 
Effective Searching (4.7) 
TLC: Can I locate the information I need on the search 
results page? 
TLC: Can I identify whether a source is reliable or not? 
 
Coding (4.1) 
TLC: Can I create a simple design to represent a program? 
TLC:Can I understand and use variables in programing? 
TLC: Can I  make a character respond to my  keyboard input? 
TLC: Can I use timers in my program design? 
TLC: Can I create an algorithm modelling the sequence of a 
simple event? 

Focus: 
 
STEM 

TLC: Can I plan and design a light up winter hat? 
 
Electrical Systems 

TLC: Can I research and create a design criteria for a light up 

winter hat?  

TLC: Can I understand and use electrical systems? 

TLC: Can I create a light up winter hat? 
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TLC: Can I select and use a range of interesting malleable 
materials?  
TLC: Can I create a sculpture inspired by Leonardo De-Vinci? 
TLC: Can I peer-evaluate a sculpture?  

 
Writing for different purposes (4.4) 
TLC: Can I explore how text and font can affect the impact of 
a text? 
TLC: Can I produce a piece of text using different text and 
font for impact? 

 
 
 

French (Languages) Geography History 

Focus:  
 
Les Habitats  
TLC: Can I name the key elements animals and plants need 
to survive? 
TLC: Can I name the most common habitats for plants and 
animals and give examples? 
TLC: Can I say which animals and which plants live and grow 
in each habitat? 
 
Au Cafe 
TLC: Can I order a selection of foods from a French menu? 
TLC: Can I order from a selection of drinks from a French 
menu? 
TLC: Can I order a French breakfast? 
TLC: Can I order a typical French snack? 
TLC: Can I ask for the bill?  
TLC: Can I remember how to say hello, goodbye, please and 
thank you?  
 
 

Focus:  
 
Fairtrade Fortnight  
Mapwork: 
● TLC: Can I identify the origin of Fairtrade products?  

 
Orienteering 
● TLC: Can I understand and use the eight points of a 

compass? 
● TLC:Can I understand and use four and six figure grid 

references, symbols and keys?  
● TLC: Can I identify the human and physical  features of 

our local area?  
 

Fieldwork: 
● The local area. 
 
 
 

Focus:  
 
Women's History Month 
 
TLC: Can I understand how Princess Diana has shaped 
history?  
TLC: Can I understand how Michelle Obama has shaped 
history?  
  
 

Music Physical Education Personal, Social and Health Education 

Focus: 
Mamma MIa (Charanga) 

Focus: 
Dance  
TLC: Can I create actions to represent different characters? 

Focus: 
Dreams and Goals (4.2) 
a) PSHE 
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TLC: Can I identify the instruments and voices in the song 
Mamma Mia? (Listen) 
TLC: Can I create and record a Pop style rhythm using simple 
symbols? (Transcribe) 
TLC: Can I appraise a Pop song? (Dancing Queen, Appraise) 
TLC: Can I recognise and record a minim and semibreve? 
(Transcribe, recap) 
TLC: Can I find the pulse and notice its changes while 
listening to The Winner Takes It All? (Listen) 
TLC: Can I write and recognise note F on the music stave? 
(Transcribe) 
TLC: Can I improvise using G to improve the performance of 
Mamma Mia? (Improvise) 
TLC: Can I compose simple rhythms with a song Mamma 
Mia? (Compose) 
TLC: Can I contribute to the performance of Mamma Mia by 
singing, playing an instrument or improvising? (Perform) 

 
Composer of the Month 
TLC: Can I explain why Anna Meredith composes using body 
percussion? (Anna Meredith) 
 
TLC: Can I explain how Vivaldi’s four seasons sound different? 
(Antonio Vivaldi) 
 
TLC: Can I draw New York’s skyline while listening to Gershwin’s 
‘Rhapsody in Blue’? (George Gershwin) 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

TLC: Can I show an awareness of the music’s rhythm and 
phrasing when improvising? 
TLC: Can I create new motifs in a chosen dance style? 
(Salsa/Flamenco) 
TLC: Can I use cannon and patterning when performing a 
short dance routine? 
TLC: Can I work as part of a group to perform a whole class 
routine? 
TLC: Can I evaluate a performance and give feedback?  
 
 
Hockey  
TLC: Can I complete short passes with good weight and 
accuracy? 
TLC: Can I identify when to pass with one or two touches on 
the ball?  
TLC: Can I create space and options for a player in 
possession of the ball? 
TLC: Can I identify when it is best to pass and when to 
dribble?  
TLC: Can I demonstrate fast, long accurate passes and use 
effective communication when passing?  
TLC: Can I create strategies and tactics to defend within a 
small sided game? 
 

b) Social and Emotional Development Learning 
 
Jigsaw Piece 1: 

a) TLC: Can I say what my hopes and dreams are? 
b) TLC: Can I explain how it feels ? 
Jigsaw Piece 2: 

a) TLC: Can I understand that hopes and dreams 
sometimes do not come true? 

b) TLC: Can I explain how disappointment feels and 
why? 

Jigsaw Piece 3: 
a) Can I understand that reflecting on happy and 

positive experiences can help me counteract 
disappointment? 

b) Can I explore how to cope with disappointment and 
help others to cope with theirs? 

Jigsaw Piece 4: 
a) TLC: Can I understand how to make new plans and 

goals even if I have been disappointed? 
b) TLC: Can I understand what it means to be resilient 

and have a positive attitude? 
Jigsaw Piece 5: 
a) TLC: Can I understand how to work as a group to 

successfully achieve a goal? 
b) TLC:Can I enjoy being part of a group challenge? 
Jigsaw Piece 6: 

a) TLC: Can I identify the contributions made by myself 
and others to the groups’ achievements?  

b) TLC: Can I understand how to share the success of a 
group and how to learn from this experience? 

 
 
Healthy Me (4.2) 
Jigsaw Piece 1: 

a) TLC: Can I recognise how different friendship 
groups are formed and how I can fit into them? 
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b) TLC: Can I identify the feelings I have about my 
friends and my different friendship groups?  

Jigsaw Piece 2: 
a) TLC: Can I understand the different roles in groups? 
b) TLC: Can I understand how different people and 

groups impact on me and recognise the people I 
most want to be friends with? 

Jigsaw Piece 3: 
a) Can I understand the facts about smoking and the 

effects on health? 
b) Can I recognise and understand negative feelings in 

peer pressure situations?  
Jigsaw Piece 4: 
a) Can I understand the facts about alcohol and its 

effects on health, in particular the liver? 
b) Can I recognise and understand negative feelings in 

peer pressure situations?  
Jigsaw Piece 5: 
a) Can I recognise when people are putting me under 

pressure and explain ways to resist this?  
b) Can I identify feelings of anxiety and fear 

associated with peer pressure? 
Jigsaw Piece 6: 

Can I identify what I feel is right and wrong? 
Can I tap into my inner strength and know how to 
be assertive?  

Religious Education Science including STEM  

Focus: 
 
Community (Hinduism) Living 
TLC: Can I understand the key beliefs of Hinduism? 
TLC: Can I understand the importance of worship at the 
Mandir? 
TLC: Can I understand the importance of worship at home? 

Focus: 
 
Electricity 
TLC: Can I identify appliances that run on electricity? 
TLC: Can I identify and name the parts of a series circuit? 
TLC: Can I construct a simple series circuit? 
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(Hinduism) 
TLC: Can I understand the significance of Diwali? 
TLC: Can I understand the significance of  Raksha 
Bandhan? 
 
Community (Hinduism) Living 
TLC: Can I understand the key beliefs of Islam? 
TLC: Can I understand the importance of the five pillars of 
Islam? 
TLC: Can I understand the significance of a Mosque and a 
Madrassah? 
TLC: Can I compare the Hajj to the Umrah? 
TLC: Can I understand the importance of  Eid ul-Adha and  
Eid ul-Fitr ? 
 
 
 

TLC: Can I identify if a lamp will light in a simple series 
circuit? 
TLC: Can I identify the function of a switch in a circuit? 
 
States of Matter 
TLC:Can I understand the differences between solids, liquids 
and gases? 
TLC: Can I group and compare solids, liquids and gases? 
TLC: Can I observe that some materials change state when 
heated or cooled? 
TLC: Can I research and measure at what temperature 
different materials change state? 
TLC: Can I link the rate of evaporation with temperature? 

 


